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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2421-Jared fell silent after hearing what 
Beatrice said. 

Should I hate this father whom I have never even met? I don’t get it… Why 
would he abandon his wife and son? What kind of person was he? 

He wanted to tell Beatrice about Dragon Sect, but he didn’t want to worry her 
unnecessarily. 

“It’s getting late, Mom. You should get some sleep,” Jared said as he stood up 
and got ready to leave. 

“Don’t forget that I’m waiting to have grandkids, Jared. Now that you have so 
many girlfriends, I’m sure you’ll be able to have some kids with them!” 
Beatrice reminded him. 

“I know, Mom,” Jared replied with a nod. 

Since Jared had successfully rescued Beatrice, there was no need for him to 
hold back anymore. 

Although he had done the deed with Feenix, Jared felt bad when he thought 
about Josephine. 

After all, Josephine was his first girlfriend, and yet, he was unable to save his 
first time for her. 

Jared then decided to make a trip to Divine Quest Sect’s secret realm to visit 
Josephine, Melanie, and the others. 

He was about to head out the next morning when Cecilia stopped him. 

She knew that Jared would surely go visit Josephine after returning to 
Jadeborough. 

“You can’t go, Jared! Things have changed now! You remember how powerful 
Tanner is, don’t you? What if you get detained in that secret realm when you 
visit Josephine? Do you think that you are currently powerful enough to 
escape Tanner? Right now, you should focus on getting stronger and deal 
with Evil Heart Sect’s forces!” Cecilia said. 



“You can’t go, Jared! Things have changed now! You remember how powerful 
Tanner is, don’t you? What if you get detained in that secret realm when you 
visit Josephine? Do you think that you are currently powerful enough to 
escape Tanner? Right now, you should focus on getting stronger and deal 
with Evil Heart Sect’s forces!” Cecilia said. 

Thanks to her leadership experience, Cecilia sounded really convincing and 
persuasive. That, combined with her beautiful appearance, melted Jared’s 
heart instantly. 

“All right; I’ll do as you say and focus on dealing with the Eight Major Secret 
Realms to eliminate all the purple-robed emissaries,” Jared replied with a nod. 

“I think you should go see Mr. Sanders. He might be able to lend you a hand,” 
Cecilia suggested. 

Jared nodded once again. “Sure thing!” 

Since Jared still lacked the power to rescue Josephine and the others, he 
decided to take Cecilia’s advice. 

In order to rescue Josephine and the others, Jared would have to destroy the 
Spiritual Energy Restoration Formation. 

Given his current power level, Jared was no match for Tanner of the Evil 
Heart Sect at all. 

Xavier was waiting at the front gate when Jared showed up at the Department 
of Justice. 

“Looks like Mr. Sanders was right. He figured you would come to see him after 
returning to Jadeborough,” Xavier said with a smile. 

“Mr. Sanders knows I’m back?” Jared was a little surprised. 

“Of course! He knows pretty much everything that goes on in Jadeborough! 
Here, come with me,” Xavier replied as he led Jared straight to Arthur’s office. 

After entering the office, Jared realized that something was off about Arthur. 
Upon closer inspection, he sensed that Arthur’s aura was lacking something. 

“Are you ill, Mr. Sanders?” Jared asked. 



Arthur shook his head and motioned at Xavier to leave them. 

“Take a seat…” Arthur then waited for Jared to sit down in front of him before 
continuing, “Looks like it has been a fruitful trip, huh?” 

Jared nodded. “Indeed. I became a lot more powerful and got some divine 
weapons too.” 

“Those divine weapons can only unleash ten percent of their full power in your 
hands. You will have to work a lot harder!” Arthur said with a smile. 

“You know what I have, Mr. Sanders?” Jared exclaimed in shock and 
confusion. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2422-“Of course, I do! The Dragon Bell and 
Divine Bow are not what you think, though. Owning them is bound to attract a 
lot of unwanted attention, so you need to be prepared for people who will try 
to take them from you!” Arthur replied. 

Jared had never told Arthur about the divine weapons that he got, so he 
couldn’t help but wonder how Arthur found out about them. 

“I can read you like an open book. You can’t possibly keep secrets from me,” 
Arthur added when he saw the confused look on Jared’s face. 

Jared broke out in a cold sweat when he heard that. 

Wait a minute… Does that mean he knows everything about me? What about 
the fact that I slept with Feenix and Hailey? Does he know about that too? 

With that in mind, Jared asked, “What kind of person are you, Mr. Sanders? 
How do you know me so well? Do you also know about my personal affairs?” 

Of course, Arthur knew exactly what Jared was trying to ask. “I couldn’t care 
less about the women you sleep with.” 

Jared felt so awkward that he didn’t even know what to say in response to 
that. 



“Next time, do not reveal your divine weapons unless absolutely necessary. 
You are still not strong enough to unleash their full potential, so using them 
will only draw more unwanted attention to yourself. Also, you fought Tanner of 
the Evil Heart Sect, didn’t you?” Arthur asked. 

Jared nodded. “We clashed once, but that was just a shadow clone of him. I’m 
no match for him at all.” 

“If he wanted to kill you, he would’ve done so long ago. The fact that you’re 
still alive means he didn’t want you dead. He still has use for you, but he 
severely underestimates your potential. That is exactly what I want him to do,” 
Arthur said. 

Jared felt a little frustrated. “Are you saying that I’m no match for him even if I 
use the Dragon Bell and Divine Bow?” 

Arthur let out a chuckle. “As I said, you are still unable to unleash the full 
potential of the Dragon Bell and Divine Bow. How do you even plan on fighting 
him?” 

“What about you, Mr. Sanders? Which one of you is stronger? You? Or 
Tanner?” Jared asked as he believed Arthur’s power was beyond imagination. 

“I’d say we’re equals at best. The main difference between us is that I only 
have one month left to live,” Arthur replied. 

His tone was so calm that it felt as though he did not fear death at all. 

“Why is that? Do you have some kind of strange disease or something? How 
about I take a look at you, Mr. Sanders? I believe I might be able to find a 
cure!” Jared exclaimed anxiously. 

I only managed to get this far because of Mr. Sanders! I can’t imagine what I 
would have done without his guidance! The fact that Cecilia and the others 
had received his teachings is proof that he also did it for me. 

As such, Jared couldn’t help but panic and worry when he heard that Arthur 
would be dying soon. 

“It’s not going to work. This is my destiny, and you can’t change that,” Arthur 
replied casually with a wave. 



“But you’re so powerful, though! Can’t you do something about it?” Jared 
asked. 

Arthur stared at Jared for a few seconds before saying with a smile, “You still 
have a long way to go. Once you get strong enough, you will come to 
understand what I am telling you today.” 

Jared fell into deep thought after hearing that. 

Mr. Sanders never fails to shock me every time I meet him! I thought I had 
become a lot more powerful after reaching Compounder and obtaining Dragon 
Bell and Divine Bow. On top of that, I have Dragonslayer Sword as well! After 
hearing what Mr. Sanders said, however, I realized how weak I truly am! I 
can’t even unleash the full power of my divine weapons! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2423-Jared had been doubting himself ever 
since he left Arthur’s office. 

Jared had been doubting himself ever since he left Arthur’s office. 

The news that Arthur was going to die in a month had hit him like a 
sledgehammer to the chest. 

Jared had become somewhat dependent on Arthur and would often consult 
him whenever he ran into difficulties. 

Arthur was both a mentor and a friend to him. 

Little did Jared know, Arthur was secretly watching him from the window with 
a faint smile on his face. 

“Heh… I had to humble you a little. Otherwise, you’re going to overestimate 
your abilities!” Arthur mumbled to himself as he whipped out a bronze mirror, 
which had lots of complex symbols carved onto it. 

Arthur’s expression grew solemn when he saw that a few of those symbols 
were flashing. 



Arthur shifted his gaze back toward Jared as he continued, “The true test has 
only just begun, and the enemies you will face from here on are a thousand 
times more terrifying. I hope you can handle them…” 

Jared turned around suddenly when he felt someone staring at him, but he 
didn’t see anyone. 

I have to strengthen myself as soon as possible! In order to speed up the 
process, I’ll have to start with the Eight Major Secret Realms! That way, I’ll be 
able to weaken Evil Heart Sect and absorb the power of those within the Eight 
Major Secret Realms at the same time. 

Jored hod been doubting himself ever since he left Arthur’s office. 

The news thot Arthur wos going to die in o month hod hit him like o 
sledgehommer to the chest. 

Jored hod become somewhot dependent on Arthur ond would often consult 
him whenever he ron into difficulties. 

Arthur wos both o mentor ond o friend to him. 

Little did Jored know, Arthur wos secretly wotching him from the window with 
o foint smile on his foce. 

“Heh… I hod to humble you o little. Otherwise, you’re going to overestimote 
your obilities!” Arthur mumbled to himself os he whipped out o bronze mirror, 
which hod lots of complex symbols corved onto it. 

Arthur’s expression grew solemn when he sow thot o few of those symbols 
were floshing. 

Arthur shifted his goze bock toword Jored os he continued, “The true test hos 
only just begun, ond the enemies you will foce from here on ore o thousond 
times more terrifying. I hope you con hondle them…” 

Jored turned oround suddenly when he felt someone storing ot him, but he 
didn’t see onyone. 

I hove to strengthen myself os soon os possible! In order to speed up the 
process, I’ll hove to stort with the Eight Mojor Secret Reolms! Thot woy, I’ll be 



oble to weoken Evil Heort Sect ond obsorb the power of those within the Eight 
Mojor Secret Reolms ot the some time. 

With that in mind, Jared went straight to the Gunderson residence. He 
decided to bring Chester with him and start from the Gate of Fire. 

With thet in mind, Jered went streight to the Gunderson residence. He 
decided to bring Chester with him end stert from the Gete of Fire. 

“The Gete of Fire’s secret reelm hes fellen into Zehrin Sect’s hends, Mr. 
Chence. Are you sure we cen defeet Lemer like this?” Chester esked 
worriedly. 

Since Zehrin Sect hed teken over the Gete of Fire’s secret reelm, Chester 
feered thet they would be no metch for Lemer end his men. 

“Which is stronger? Zehrin Sect or Wexing Crescent Cestle?” Jered esked. 

“I’ve never ectuelly tried compering them, but I think Wexing Crescent Cestle 
is stronger then Zehrin Sect,” Chester replied. 

“There you heve it. I’ve wiped out Wexing Crescent Cestle end killed Bred end 
his son. Why would I feer Zehrin Sect?” Jered seid with e smile. 

“Whet? You wiped out Wexing Crescent Cestle? Whet heppened?” Chester 
excleimed in shock end disbelief. 

Jered then told Chester ebout the purple-robed emisseries of Evil Heert Sect, 
shocking him to the core. 

With thot in mind, Jored went stroight to the Gunderson residence. He 
decided to bring Chester with him ond stort from the Gote of Fire. 

“The Gote of Fire’s secret reolm hos follen into Zohrin Sect’s honds, Mr. 
Chonce. Are you sure we con defeot Lomor like this?” Chester osked 
worriedly. 

Since Zohrin Sect hod token over the Gote of Fire’s secret reolm, Chester 
feored thot they would be no motch for Lomor ond his men. 

“Which is stronger? Zohrin Sect or Woxing Crescent Costle?” Jored osked. 



“I’ve never octuolly tried comporing them, but I think Woxing Crescent Costle 
is stronger thon Zohrin Sect,” Chester replied. 

“There you hove it. I’ve wiped out Woxing Crescent Costle ond killed Brod ond 
his son. Why would I feor Zohrin Sect?” Jored soid with o smile. 

“Whot? You wiped out Woxing Crescent Costle? Whot hoppened?” Chester 
excloimed in shock ond disbelief. 

Jored then told Chester obout the purple-robed emissories of Evil Heort Sect, 
shocking him to the core. 

With that in mind, Jared went straight to the Gunderson residence. He 
decided to bring Chester with him and start from the Gate of Fire. 

“I can’t believe Evil Heart Sect has already infiltrated the Eight Major Secret 
Realms! I wonder if their men have made it into the other secret realms!” 

“I cen’t believe Evil Heert Sect hes elreedy infiltreted the Eight Mejor Secret 
Reelms! I wonder if their men heve mede it into the other secret reelms!” 
“I’m pretty sure they heve, but thet doesn’t metter. I’ll rid ell the secret reelms 
of those b*sterds!” Jered replied with e murderous look in his eyes. 
“I’ll go get Weyne. Once we’re reedy, we’ll heed out end get our revenge on 
Lemer!” 
Chester then rushed over to The Adementine end told Weyne ebout Jered’s 
plens in deteil. 
Weyne end his sect members teemed up with the Gunderson femily’s men 
before heeding over to the Gete of Fire’s secret reelm with Jered. 
Insteed of using e Teleportetion Arrey, Jered trensported everyone over to the 
secret reelm using Thousends of Miles Awey. 
Lemer essumed they could only get there using e Teleportetion Arrey, so this 
ellowed them to cetch him by surprise. 
“W-Whet is this thing, Mr. Chence? I cen’t believe it lets us teleport to the 
Eight Mejor Secret Reelms et will!” Weyne excleimed in surprise upon 
witnessing the power of Thousends of Miles Awey. 
“I can’t baliava Evil Haart Sact has alraady infiltratad tha Eight Major Sacrat 
Raalms! I wondar if thair man hava mada it into tha othar sacrat raalms!” 
“I’m pratty sura thay hava, but that doasn’t mattar. I’ll rid all tha sacrat raalms 
of thosa b*stards!” Jarad rapliad with a murdarous look in his ayas. 
“I’ll go gat Wayna. Onca wa’ra raady, wa’ll haad out and gat our ravanga on 
Lamar!” 
Chastar than rushad ovar to Tha Adamantina and told Wayna about Jarad’s 



plans in datail. 
Wayna and his sact mambars taamad up with tha Gundarson family’s man 
bafora haading ovar to tha Gata of Fira’s sacrat raalm with Jarad. 
Instaad of using a Talaportation Array, Jarad transportad avaryona ovar to tha 
sacrat raalm using Thousands of Milas Away. 
Lamar assumad thay could only gat thara using a Talaportation Array, so this 
allowad tham to catch him by surprisa. 
“W-What is this thing, Mr. Chanca? I can’t baliava it lats us talaport to tha 
Eight Major Sacrat Raalms at will!” Wayna axclaimad in surprisa upon 
witnassing tha powar of Thousands of Milas Away. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2424-“This is probably a teleportation 
treasure. It is called ‘Thousands of Miles Away.’ That’s all I know about it. To 
be honest, I only just figured out how it is used,” Jared replied awkwardly. 

“This is probobly o teleportotion treosure. It is colled ‘Thousonds of Miles 
Awoy.’ Thot’s oll I know obout it. To be honest, I only just figured out how it is 
used,” Jored replied owkwordly. 

He hod obtoined Thousonds of Miles Awoy o long time ogo, but he never 
knew whot it could do. 

“Zohrin Sect is mode up of mony fortresses, eoch protected by powerful 
orcone orroys, so o surprise ottock is most likely out of the question. Even if 
we do cotch them by surprise, there is only so much we con do with such o 
smoll omount of people. Whot is our next move, Mr. Chonce?” Chester osked. 

They hod monoged to sneok their woy into the secret reolm, but it would be 
neor impossible to lounch o surprise ottock on Zohrin Sect. Not only were they 
severely outnumbered, but Zohrin Sect’s defenses were olso ridiculously 
tough. 

“Who soid onything obout o surprise ottock? I plon on defeoting Lomor ond 
wiping Zohrin Sect out openly ond proudly!” Jored replied with o foint smile 
before boldly moking his woy toword Zohrin Sect. 

Chester ond Woyne exchonged confused glonces before following him with 
their men in tow. 



Meonwhile, Lomor ond his son, Koyden, were drinking owoy hoppily inside 
Zohrin Sect. 
Now thot Zohrin Sect is the only sect in the Gote of Fire’s secret reolm, oll the 
resources here belong to us! Once the spirituol energy is restored, I will 
receive o huge reword, ond Zohrin Sect will become one of the top sects in 
the mundone world! In foct, I might even be oble to expond into the Ethereol 
Reolm! 
“This is probably a teleportation treasure. It is called ‘Thousands of Miles 
Away.’ That’s all I know about it. To be honest, I only just figured out how it is 
used,” Jared replied awkwardly. 
The mere thought of that brought a huge smile to Lamar’s face. 
The mere thought of thot brought o huge smile to Lomor’s foce. 
“Dod, is Tonner of Evil Heort Sect reolly thot powerful? You’ve remoined loyol 
to him for dozens of yeors!” Koyden osked. 
My fother is o sect leoder ond hos hundreds of disciples, so why would he 
submit to someone else? 
“You don’t know onything, do you? My obilities ore nothing compored to 
Tonner’s! Also, keep in mind thot I’m only working with him. Once the Spirituol 
Energy Restorotion Formotion is successfully octivoted, Zohrin Sect will 
flourish ond rise to greot heights!” Lomor replied with o gleeful smile. 
His foce hod turned red from oll thot drinking. 
“I just think thot toking over the Gote of Fire’s secret reolm is good enough for 
Zohrin Sect,” Koyden soid. 
“Con’t you be o little more ombitious? How dore you coll yourself o mon if you 
don’t even hove the guts to oim high? Get the f*ck out of here!” Lomor 
shouted ongrily. 

Koyden hod no choice but to do os told ond wolked off. While he didn’t mind 
working with Evil Heort Sect, he wos worried thot the plon to restore the 
spirituol energy would foil. If thot were to hoppen, then Zohrin Sect would lose 
the Gote of Fire’s secret reolm os well. 
Aftar laaving tha front gata, Kaydan jumpad onto a towar that was hundrads of 
matars tall. Thara wara dozans of thosa towars surrounding Zahrin Sact. 
Thosa wara not obsarvation towars, though. Instaad, thay wara usad to sat up 
arcana arrays. Dua to Zahrin Sact’s huga siza, thay naadad to usa thasa 
towars to connact tha arcana arrays and form a huga protactiva barriar. 
Right in tha middla of that towar was a purpla crystal that suppliad tha huga 
arcana array with anargy. 
That huga arcana array was tha raason Zahrin Sact managad to grow 
strongar in tha sacrat raalm. Tha mara sight of it was anough to datar any 
would-ba attackars, so no ona had avar attamptad to launch an attack on 



tham. 
Standing atop tha towar, Kaydan was gazing into tha distanca whan ha 
noticad a group of paopla charging toward tham. 
“Who ara thosa paopla?” Kaydan mumblad to himsalf with a confusad frown. 
Zahrin Sact is tha only sact hara in this sacrat raalm, so thara shouldn’t ba 
anyona alsa hara! Thosa don’t look lika our disciplas, and I don’t racall Zahrin 
Sact sanding out a group lika that! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2425-As the group got closer, a look of shock 
spread across Kayden’s face. 

“What? Jared?” 

Kayden was surprised to see Jared leading the group, with Chester and 
Wayne following closely behind. 

“What are they doing here? Did they come to surrender?” Kayden mumbled to 
himself as he jumped off the tower and ran toward the room Lamar was in. 

He wanted to inform Lamar about the situation, but Lamar had gotten so 
drunk that he passed out. 

As such, Kayden had no choice but to take charge and lead their men out the 
front gate. 

With the protection from the arcane array and the superiority in numbers, 
Kayden wasn’t afraid to go against Chester and Wayne all by himself. 

It didn’t take long for Jared to arrive at the front gate of Zahrin Sect with his 
group. 

“Mr. Chance, these towers are Zahrin Sect’s pillars of support. The amount of 
energy required to sustain such a powerful arcane array is ridiculously huge, 
and it places a huge strain on the person casting it. That’s why Zahrin Sect 
split that huge arcane array into many smaller ones and connected them 
using these towers. The top of the towers have purple crystals to supply the 
energy required for the arcane array,” Chester explained. 



Jared shot Zahrin Sect’s arcane array a glance and said with a sneer, “Arcane 
arrays that are connected in this fashion have a ton of weaknesses that we 
can exploit, so there is no need to fear it!” 

Those words had barely left his mouth when Kayden showed up with his men. 

“That’s a very bold statement you’re making there! I’ll have you know that no 
one has ever managed to break through Zahrin Sect’s arcane array! Chester 
and Wayne weren’t able to do it either! Have you tried asking them about 
this?” Kayden said with a smug grin on his face. 

“That’s because I haven’t tried to do so before. Had I come here sooner, your 
puny arcane array would’ve been broken through long ago!” Jared retorted. 

“Pfft! Why don’t you go ahead and prove your words, then? Try breaking 
through it right now! I’ll be waiting inside!” Kayden snapped back at him. 

Chester and Wayne have really high cultivation levels, and even they were 
unable to break through this arcane array! There’s no way a guy like Jared 
could possibly do so! 

“This puny arcane array of yours is so weak that I don’t even have to do it 
myself! My underlings can do it for me!” Jared exclaimed in disdain. 

“Underlings?” Kayden froze in shock. 

Even Chester and Wayne were stunned when they heard that. What 
underlings? What’s he talking about? 

A loud cry echoed throughout the area, and a phoenix came flying toward 
them a second later. 

The phoenix circled above Jared’s head a couple of times before slowly 
landing beside him and transforming into a woman. 

“Master!” Feenix greeted Jared respectfully. 

Kayden drooled the moment his gaze fell upon Feenix’s appearance. 

“I-Is that an actual mythical creature? I can’t believe it just transformed into a 
human! It’s so pretty…” Kayden exclaimed while leering at Feenix. 

Chester and Wayne, too, were staring at Feenix in shock. 



A demon beast must be incredibly powerful if it can take on human form, and 
this is no ordinary demon beast, either. It’s a phoenix! How did Jared get his 
hands on an actual mythical creature? The fact that it called him “Master” 
further confirms that it belongs to him! 

“Mr. Chance, is this the underling that you’re talking about?” Wayne asked. 

He had assumed that Feenix was Jared’s underling, but that was clearly not 
the case. 

“This is my woman. My underlings are behind us,” Jared replied and shot 
Feenix a glance. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2426-A loud rumbling noise could be heard 
as countless auras approached slowly from a distance. 

The next thing they knew, an army of demon beasts came stampeding toward 
them. 

They were moving with such ferocity that the sky was covered with clouds of 
dust that they stirred up. 

“What the…” 

Chester and Wayne were frozen in shock and disbelief when they saw the 
seemingly endless waves of demon beasts coming their way. 

Kayden’s eyes were filled with fear when he saw that as well. 

The demon beasts came to a halt behind Jared, each of them emanating a 
terrifying aura as they awaited his orders. 

Even Chester and Wayne, who had high cultivation levels, found themselves 
suffocating a little from the overwhelming aura. 

“These are my underlings. They are the ones that will destroy the arcane 
array for me!” Jared said with a faint smile. 

Although Kayden was a little terrified by the demon beasts, he refused to back 
down as Zahrin Sect was protected by a powerful arcane array. “Hmph! 



Dream on, Jared! Even Chester and the others weren’t able to break our 
arcane array, so you and your demon beasts can’t possibly do so!” 

“Oh, we’ll find out about that in a minute,” Jared replied with a confident grin 
before waving at the demon beasts behind him. “Attack!” 

Countless demon beasts roared as they made their way around Jared’s group 
and charged at Zahrin Sect. 

Kayden was starting to panic when he saw that. “S-Strengthen the arcane 
array! Also, wake my father up! Hurry!” he shouted anxiously at one of his 
men. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Macall. Our arcane array is very tough. These demon beasts 
may have the superiority in numbers, but they are not powerful enough to 
break through our arcane array,” one of Zahrin Sect’s elders reassured him. 

“Y-Yeah, you’re right. There’s no way they can get past this! I must be 
overthinking things, that’s all!” Kayden said and tried to calm himself down. 

Meanwhile, beams of light appeared around Zahrin Sect as the demon beasts 
rammed into the arcane array. 

Most of the demon beasts were sent flying upon contact with the light and 
died on the spot. 

Having received Jared’s command, however, the demon beasts showed no 
signs of fear and continued charging at Zahrin Sect anyway. 

Jared’s expression grew solemn when he saw that the demon beasts were 
unable to break through the arcane array. 

“Hahaha! What did I tell you, huh? There’s no way you and your so-called 
‘underlings’ could ever get past this arcane array! Just look at them! How 
many of them have already died trying?” 

Jared’s eyes were filled with rage when he saw the smug grin on Kayden’s 
face. 

“Master, I’ll break the arcane array and kill that b*stard!” Feenix said when she 
sensed Jared’s anger. 



Kayden couldn’t even beat Blazing Tiger, so he wouldn’t stand a chance 
against Feenix. It would be a piece of cake for her to kill him. 

“No, that won’t be necessary. I said my underlings will break through this puny 
arcane array, so they will,” Jared replied and waved his hand. 

Dozens of giant eagles then flew toward the towers and began attacking 
them. 

If they so much as destroy a single tower, this arcane array will start to crack, 
and they will be able to create an opening in it! 

Kayden began to panic when he saw that Jared’s giant eagles were aiming for 
the purple crystal on the tower. 

Fearing that the tower would fall, Kayden shouted at the top of his voice, “P-
Protect the tower! Hurry!” 

Zahrin Sect’s disciples quickly gathered at the top of the tower and fired 
countless arrows at the giant eagles. 

The giant eagles retaliated by firing waves of aura at them, but the arcane 
array shielded the disciples from the aura attacks. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2427-Kayden got increasingly smug when he 
saw that the demon beasts were unable to break through the arcane array at 
all. 

Zahrin Sect’s disciples, too, taunted the demon beasts as they continued to 
shoot them down. 

Feenix’s forehead creased with frustration when she saw the demon beasts 
getting mowed down. Had it not been for Jared’s orders, she would have 
destroyed the arcane array long ago. 

“Look at your so-called underlings, Jared! They’re nothing but target practice 
for Zahrin Sect’s disciples!” Kayden taunted Jared. 

As long as the arcane array held strong, he had no reason to fear Jared in the 
slightest. 



Jared simply shot Kayden a cold glare in response and activated the draconic 
essence within his body. 

The draconic essence emitted waves of light as a golden dragon slowly 
appeared above Jared’s head. The golden dragon then let out a majestic roar 
and soared into the sky. 

Kayden and the disciples of Zahrin Sect tensed up when they saw the golden 
dragon. 

Gone were the gleeful grins on their faces as they broke out in a cold sweat. 

Jared then gave the golden dragon a command with his mind, sending it 
straight toward the tower. 

Meanwhile, the demon beasts continued their relentless assault. 

The disciples of Zahrin Sect, too, let out a fierce battle cry and used every 
weapon in their arsenal to fight the demon beasts off. 

The disciples on top of the tower fired a volley of arrows at the incoming 
golden dragon. 

However, the arrows all went right through the golden dragon’s body, doing no 
damage whatsoever. 

The golden dragon then opened its mouth and fired a powerful beam of aura 
at the tower. 

Boom! 

A deafening noise tore through the area when the golden dragon’s aura beam 
hit the arcane array. 

Unlike the demon beasts, the golden dragon did not let up on its attack. 

On the heels of withstanding the golden dragon’s aura beam for a few 
seconds, the arcane array emitted a loud cracking noise, and the tower began 
to shake violently. 

Eventually, the white light from the arcane array disappeared, and the tower 
collapsed. 



Just like that, the golden dragon had created an opening in Zahrin Sect’s 
arcane array. 

The demon beasts then changed their course and charged at the opening. 

“S-Stop them, you guys!” Kayden screamed in panic. 

The disciples of Zahrin Sect quickly ran toward the opening and attacked the 
demon beasts, but it was to no avail. 

As though the demon beasts had gone berserk, they ignored the disciples’ 
attacks and charged straight at them. Many of the disciples were sent flying 
before being killed in the stampede. 

The giant eagles got their revenge by shooting flames at the disciples, 
instantly burning them to a crisp. 

As all of the demon beasts focused their attack on the opening, the arcane 
array was starting to fall apart. 

“Where’s my father? Did you guys not wake him up?” Kayden shouted, but 
Zahrin Sect was in too much chaos for anyone to hear his question. 

He jumped up a tower and stared at the opening with a frown. 

He ordered the disciples to head toward the opening and seal it as quickly as 
possible. 

As the opening on the arcane array got bigger and bigger, more demon 
beasts continued to pour in through the crack. 

The dead bodies of both demon beasts and Zahrin Sect’s disciples were 
scattered all over the area around the opening. 

It didn’t take long for Zahrin Sect’s disciples to start losing morale, but the 
demon beasts pressed on fearlessly and relentlessly. 

“Run for it! This thing won’t hold much longer!” one of the disciples shouted, 
prompting the others to turn around and run for their lives. 
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fled, numerous demon beasts charged into the base of Zahrin Sect. At the 
same time, the gap in the arcane array widened once again. 

“Hold your ground! Do not retreat!” Kayden roared furiously, but no one would 
pay any heed to him at that moment. 

At that sight, he could only forfeit his position at the tower and rushed toward 
his father’s bedroom. 

Crash! 

With no one else on defense, the arcane array of Zahrin Sect was ultimately 
destroyed. In an instant, more than ten buildings collapsed to the ground. 

The demon beasts began to devour everything within their vicinity, be it the 
houses or the disciples of Zahrin Sect. 

Chester and Wayne were at a loss for words as they took in the scene playing 
in front of their eyes. 

In the meantime, Kayden was in Lamar’s bedroom, desperately slapping the 
latter’s face in an attempt to wake him from his slumber. 

“Dad! Wake up. Wake up! We’re going to die if you don’t!” Kayden yelled at 
the top of his lungs, but Lamar did not seem to hear him at all. 

Lamar’s unresponsiveness caused Kayden to become increasingly desperate. 
In the end, he gritted his teeth and made the hard decision of removing his 
pants and urinating on his father’s face. 

Lamar immediately jolted awake. Livid, he bellowed, “Who the f*ck peed on 
my face?” 

His reaction was due to the fact that he was a victim of bullying when he was 
young, and his bullies would constantly urinate on his face. Even after he had 
grown older, he still held onto the grudges. 

No matter the situation, as long as someone urinated on his face, he would 
always react promptly. 

With that knowledge, Kayden chose to deploy that method when he was at 
the end of his wits. 



“It’s me, Dad. We’re—” 

Before Kayden could even explain the situation, Lamar slapped him heavily 
on the cheek. 

“How f*cking daring of you to pee on my face!” Lamar shot daggers at 
Kayden. “Are you rebelling against me?” 

Cupping his swollen cheek, Kayden had a look of grievance etched on his 
face as he said, “Dad, Zahrin Sect is in grave trouble. Hurry up and take a 
look outside…” 

Lamar quickly realized something was amiss. Without wasting any more time, 
he strode out of his bedroom. The moment he did so, he saw countless 
demon beasts ravaging Zahrin Sect and ruthlessly killing the disciples. 

“What… What is going on here?” 

Lamar was dumbfounded. I’ve merely taken a short nap. How could things 
have escalated this much? 

“It’s Jared, Dad. Jared summoned those demon beasts. They broke through 
our arcane array and started this massacre,” Kayden explained, following 
behind Lamar. 

“Jared?” Lamar was taken aback before frowning slightly. 

Just then, a bull demon charged toward Lamar. It exuded a powerful aura as 
fire puffed from its nostrils. 

At that sight, Lamar stretched out his hand calmly and struck the demon bull, 
killing it on the spot. 

“How dare he destroy my sect? When I see him in the future, I’ll be sure to kill 
him!” he roared. 

“You don’t have to wait. I’m here now.” 

All of a sudden, Jared, following behind Chester and Wayne, approached the 
father-and-son duo slowly. 

At the sight of the trio, Lamar was overwhelmed with rage. 



“Jared Chance, I don’t know what tricks you’ve used to get these demon 
beasts to work for you, but no matter what it is, you shall die today!” 

In the presence of his father, Kayden’s confidence surged. His face contorted 
with aggression as he let out a cry and charged toward Jared. In an instant, a 
long sword appeared in his hands. Its blade was enveloped with sword 
energy, and it made a whooshing noise as it cut through the air. 

Jared watched Kayden attack him with a look of contempt in his eyes. 

“You dare to fight me? If it were your father, perhaps I would be slightly more 
intrigued,” Jared remarked. 

Right after he spoke, the Dragonslayer Sword appeared in his hands. He then 
took a step forward and swung the sword in Kayden’s direction. 

With a clang, Kayden’s sword was immediately cut in half. Stunned silent by 
what had happened, Kayden gaped. He did not expect his power to be so 
inferior to Jared’s. 

Before he could react, Jared placed the Dragonslayer Sword on top of his 
shoulders. 
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Kayden’s hair stand on end. He was utterly terrified. If Jared were to move 
even an inch, his head would be displaced from his neck. Trembling in fear, 
Kayden threatened, “J-Jared, do not, do not act rashly. If you kill me, my dad 
will never let you off the hook.” 

When Lamar saw that his son had fallen into Jared’s hands, he broke out in a 
cold sweat and roared, “Jared, let my son go! Otherwise, I’ll make sure you 
die a painful death!” 

“Still threatening me when you’re already on your deathbed?” With a sneer, 
Jared raised the Dragonslayer Sword and was about to swing it onto Kayden’s 
neck. 

At that, the petrified Kayden screamed, “Don’t kill me! Please! I’ll promise you 
anything!” Urine trickled down his legs. At the sight of Kayden’s pathetic state, 



Jared chuckled. Stopping his swing mid-air, he teased, “Call me ‘Grandpa, 
and I’ll let you live.” 

“Don’t you dare!” Lamar immediately yelled at his son when he heard Jared’s 
request. If Kayden were to call Jared “Grandpa,” it would imply that Lamar 
was Jared’s son. In other words, Kayden would be saying that Lamar owed 
Jared respect. Caught between a rock and a hard place, Kayden looked 
troubled, unsure of what he should do. “If you refuse to do it, then die!” 

With that, the Dragonslayer Sword in Jared’s hand neared Kayden’s neck. 
Kayden felt the coolness of the blade touching him, then the warmth of his 
own blood. 

“Grandpa! Grandpa! Don’t kill me! Don’t kill me…” Buckling under the 
pressure, Kayden gave in and started addressing Jared as his grandfather, 
much to Lamar’s annoyance. Jared guffawed. “What a good grandson you 
are.” 

To make matters more embarrassing for Lamar, Chester and Wayne were 
looking at him. mockingly, which made him feel thoroughly humiliated. “I’ve 
done what you’ve asked of me. C-Can your let me go now?” Kayden cast a 
pleading look at Jared. 

“Of course!” 

With a small smile, Jared drew his Dragonslayer Sword away from Kayden. 
Just as Kayden breathed a sigh of relief, the Dragonslayer Sword in Jared’s 
hand struck his shoulder with a mighty blow. He fell heavily onto the ground 
and coughed up fresh blood. The aura within his body shattered in a matter of 
seconds. 

“You…” 

Kayden glared at Jared. “I’m not killing you because you’re still of some use to 
me!” Jared sneered. He kept Kayden alive to steal the latter’s power for 
himself. 

Ever since he found out how much his capabilities paled in comparison to 
Tanner’s, he began to have an insatiable hunger for power once again. 
Having been made a fool by Jared, Kayden thundered in a fury, “Dad, kill him! 
Kill him, I say!” 



At that moment, Lamar’s expression had turned dark. In his perspective, 
death was nothing to be feared. It was far worse to be toyed with and 
humiliated. 

“I’m sure you’re already aware of some matters, Jared. Before the activation 
of Spiritual Energy Restoration Formation, I won’t kill you, but I can make sure 
that you regret that you were ever born!” Lamar declared. 

A beam of light swirled around his body as he spoke. Within seconds, a purple 
robe appeared on his body. “You’re just a lapdog for Evil Heart Sect, and I’ve 
already killed one of your kind.” Jared smirked. 

“What? You killed a purple-robed emissary? That’s impossible!” Doubt was 
written all over Lamar’s face. He did not believe that Jared had the power to 
kill a purple-robed emissary. 

“It’s up to you to believe me. But you’ll soon find out whether it’s possible or 
not!” Jared sneered. “In that case, show me the power you have that allowed 
you to kill a purple-robed emissary!” 

Once Lamar was done talking, a murderous and terrifying aura exuded from 
his body. Sensing the aura within Lamar, Jared merely eyed him with disdain. 
“I wouldn’t even have to use all my strength to annihilate you.” 

After all, Lamar was not as powerful as Brad. 
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without feeling even the least bit embarrassed? I’ll show you what I’ve got 
today!” Lamar bellowed. With a roar, he dashed forward and made a grabbing 
motion in the air. Instantly, a long whip appeared in his hand out of nowhere, 
and he lashed it in Jared’s direction. 

In the face of Lamar’s attack, Jared did not panic in the slightest. Instead, he 
simply stepped to the side and dodged the whip. Like a venomous snake, 
Lamar’s whip whizzed past Jared and struck the ground right next to him. A 
giant plume of dust and dirt flew up from the long trench in the earth that had 
been left behind. 



As soon as Lamar realized Jared had managed to escape the first hit, he 
swung his whip again, which then began to move so quickly that it seemed to 
multiply by itself. 

Surrounded by countless images of Lamar’s whip, Jared had nowhere to 
dodge. At that sight, he immediately activated the Power of Dragons. It flowed 
out of his body and took the form of a shield that successfully blocked Lamar’s 
attacks. 

Their auras clashed with each other incessantly as images of the whip 
repeatedly struck the shield with great force. The shield shattered in an 
instant, and Lamar succeeded in lashing Jared. Even though Jared did not 
activate Golem Body, Lamar still only managed to leave a mark on his chest. 

In response to the successful attack, Lamar glowed with pride. Eyeing Jared 
mockingly, he snarled, “You’re nothing but a tiny ant before me. Do you 
actually think you’re anywhere near my level? You and whose army?” 

Jared sneered. Despite being hit by Lamar’s whip, he did not show the 
slightest bit of fear. “Since you’ve left me such a meaningful gift, I must give 
you something in return. Let me give you a taste of my powers.” 

With that, Jared thrust the Dragonslayer Sword in his hand. Countless beams 
of light were emitted from the blade, causing the whole ground to shake. 
Those beams of blinding light proceeded to envelop Lamar completely. It was 
evident that the force of Jared’s sword was much more powerful than Lamar’s 
whip. 

“This…” Lamar mumbled in shock. His brows were knitted together in a deep 
frown. Staring at those beams of light, he used his whip to defend himself 
against them. 

However, the images of Lamar’s whip dissipated the moment they came into 
contact with the beams of light from Jared’s sword. All Lamar could do was 
continue to swing his whip desperately. He dared not relax in the slightest. 

In the meantime, Jared merely watched Lamar with a sneer on his face before 
throwing the Dragonslayer Sword into the air. Without Jared’s control, the 
Dragonslayer Sword emitted ray after ray of light that charged in Lamar’s 
direction. 



The sword spirit within the Dragonslayer Sword had already become self-
aware. It was not completely mature yet, but it already knew how to attack on 
its own. At that sight, Lamar’s frown grew deeper. 

After letting go of the Dragonslayer Sword, Jared slowly rose into the air and 
took out Divine Bow. With the eruption of Ultimate Force in his body, he pulled 
the bowstring. 

Once the bow was fully drawn, all the surrounding spiritual energy gathered 
rapidly toward the bow, converging into a shining golden arrow in an instant. 

“What is that?” Lamar’s expression turned grim when he sensed the terrifying 
aura of Divine Bow. All he could do was swing his whip frantically in an 
attempt to keep himself protected. 

Swoosh! With a shout, Jared let go of the bowstring and shot the golden 
arrow. The arrow flew toward Lamar like a comet. The wind whistled loudly 
throughout the arrow’s trajectory while the space around it warped and 
twisted. In the blink of an eye, the arrow was right in front of Lamar. He could 
only swing his whip incessantly to block the golden arrow. 

Boom! The arrow and Lamar’s whip collided with each other loudly. The whip 
was no match for the arrow, however, as the latter destroyed Lamar’s defense 
in a matter of seconds. 

“What the heck?” Lamar paled with fright. He had not expected Jared’s arrow 
to be so strong. 

 


